Introducing eZync
Making classroom FM even
more teacher friendly!

Imagine a day without worrying about FM!
Teachers shouldn’t have to spend time on managing FM

MEET Amigo eZync
– the automatic channel synchronizer

channel syncronization – that’s what Amigo eZync is for.
This smart, discreet system makes using FM in the

EASY TO SET UP

classroom easier. Placed on the wall or a shelf, the

EASY TO USE

eZync automatically synchronizes your students’ Amigo

EASY TO DEPEND ON

FM receivers as they enter the classroom.
This helps save you time, so you have more time for
teaching.

RIGHT ON YOUR
WAVELENGTH
Keeping special-needs students on track demands your
full attention. So the simpler your FM equipment is, the
easier your job becomes.
With Amigo eZync the moment students using FM enter
your class, they will quite literally be right on your
wavelength. Once you’ve set the eZync to the desired
channel, all synchronization with any Amigo ear-level
receivers happens automatically.

WITH Amigo eZync:
TEACHERS can expect
› More time for teaching
› Peace of mind
› More effective communication

STUDENTS can look forward to
› More convenience getting
connected
› Consistent access to information
› Better performance

SCHOOLS can offer
› Less hassle for teachers
› A better learning environment
for students
› Reliable equipment

WORKING WITH AMIGO
JUST GOT EVEN EASIER
Amigo T20
Classroom Transmitter

Amigo T21
Classroom Transmitter
with Team Teaching

The T20 and T21 serve as an all-in-one transmitter, programming and fitting unit. You don’t need a PC or software because
they communicate with Amigo eZync wirelessly.

If you’ve used Amigo transmitters you will know that
they make working with FM much easier in the classroom. But the new Amigo eZync simplifies life even
further – because it does all the work for you,
automatically.

WHY Amigo eZync MAKES SENSE
› Discreet design
› Easy to place on a wall, shelf or
near the room entrance
› No buttons to fiddle with
› No maintenance required
› Set the channel once – and go!
› Runs on AC power
› Emergency 48 hour battery backup
Amigo eZync
Automatically synchronizes all Amigo ear-level receivers.

Amigo R1/Amigo R2
Multi-channel universal
receivers fit most
BTE hearing instruments
and CI processors.

Amigo R7/Amigo R12
Multi-channel receivers for
Oticon Sumo (R7), Epoq,
Vigo and Hit (R12) hearing
instrument families.

It takes a truly dedicated approach to help children with
hearing problems achieve their full potential. That’s why
we deliver the solutions and services professionals and
caregivers need to provide children the opportunities
they deserve. This is what child-friendly hearing care is
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all about.

www.amigofm.com
www.oticonusa.com

